
FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES 
FOR GLASS INSTALLATIONS
OPENING, USING AND CLOSING, 
SO EASY AND…SO COMPLEX



More than 75 years of experience

Closer than you imagine

The fittings, accessories and TRIVEL systems are recognized as the maximum 

guarantee and reliability to execute projects with glass. Holding, supporting, 

ensuring glass panels and moving heavy doors is the specialty of INDUSTRIAS 

GALTÉS, S.A.

From our 4.000m² facilities in Castellbisbal (Barcelona), we keep growing, evolving, 

researching and improving to offer high quality products with the commitment and 

service that characterizes us.

The widest catalogue of fittings and 

accessories for the assembly in flat 

glass, wherever it is, the most 

probable is that you have a TRIVEL 

fitting close to you.

However, our real value is that we 

provide the maximum functionality, 

guarantee on its use, and an 

impeccable aesthetics, in harmony 

with the area.

Hotels
Wellness/Spas
Commercial malls
Houses
Sportive equipment
O�ces and corporative centers

Presents over the world with the confidence of the main 
industrials, architects and interior designers.

EXTERIOR

Design with our own team
beside industrials and architects

Innovation.
and development of new fittings.

Manufacturing in origin,
controlling all the processes of 
each single part.

Development of special 
projects,
with the maximum quality and agility.

Painting and 
personalized finishes, 
answering to any requirement.

Total guarantee and certification 
with specific fittings for each use.

STRIKE BOXES ACCESS CONTROLS HANDLES KNOBS CANOPIES SUPPORTS FOR SCREENS ACCESSORIESDOOR RAILS

HINGES HYDRAULIC PATCHES FLOOR SPRINGS FITTINGS ANTIPANIC SYSTEMS LOCKSGASKETS FOR SHOWER BOX

VALUE OF ORIGIN
Maximum reliability, quality and durability



www.trivelgaltes.com

PERSONALIZE YOUR TRIVEL 
WITH OUR 
SPECIAL FINISHES
All the TRIVEL products can be adapted to the 
specific needs of each project, with a
personalised finish.

Decorating is no longer a luxe for the professional 
nor the individual, but simply a proper requirement 
when you choose your TRIVEL product.

@trivel_galtes

@TRIVEL

Mundo Trivel

Pol. Ind. Santa Rita, Calle Óptica, 9
Castellbisbal (08755) - Barcelona

+34 937 724 471
info@trivelgaltes.com


